
ICT in EFL credit test, 3MA extramural, 4/02/2012, version A. 

Circle the best answer 
 

1. A ‘gradpa box’ is: 

(a) a transistor radio, 

(b) a CRT TV set (cube-shape), 

(c) a reel-to-reel tape recorder, 

(d) a vinyl record player, 

(e) a desktop PC computer. 

 

2. ‘Website Design Skills” (#6 teacher skill in 2005) become obsolete because: 

(a) there are no web pages anymore, 

(b) even kids know how to do it, 

(c) teachers are too old to acquire it, 

(d) there’s no need to upload any content anymore, 

(e) there’re better ways to upload content. 

 

3. ZX Spectrum microcomputer came with: 

(a) built-in BASIC interpreter, 

(b) built-in radio receiver, 

(c) a library of installed pictures, 

(d) ready-made phonetic transcription font, 

(e) built-in artificial intelligence (AI). 

 

4. The main pedagogical advantage of ICT is: 

(a) novelty, 

(b) availability, 

(c) engagement, 

(d) virtuality, 

(e) cost. 

 

5. ASR can be most useful in learning: 

(a) spelling, 

(b) punctuation, 

(c) touch-typing, 

(d) pronunciation, 

(e) memory. 

 

6. Assigning an EFL writing homework, the teacher must reckon with: 

(a) NLP, 

(b) CMC, 

(c) VLE, 

(d) MMORPG, 

(e) MT. 

 

7. In WS’s approach to web1/2/3 classification the numbers refer to: 

(a) chronology, 

(b) directionality, 

(c) immersion, 

(d) geometry, 

(e) difficulty. 

 

 

Best aswers: 1e, 2e, 3a, 4c, 5d, 6e, 7b. 



ICT in EFL credit test, 3MA extramural, 4/02/2012, version B. 

Circle the best answer 
 

1. Hypertext is: 

(a) the same as superscript, 

(b) the same as cursive text, 

(c) the same as intertext, 

(d) the opposite of hypotext, 

(e) none of the above. 

 

2. Digital camera operation skills (#8 teacher skill in 2005) now belong with: 

(a) electronic whiteboard, 

(b) smartphone, 

(c) ‘grandpa box’, 

(d) iPad, 

(e) Skype. 

 

3. A simple shuffled-text ordering program can help learn: 

(a) pronunciation, 

(b) irregular verbs, 

(c) grammar, 

(d) spelling, 

(e) punctuation. 

 

4. The main pedagogical advantage of ICT is: 

(a) novelty, 

(b) availability, 

(c) engagement, 

(d) virtuality, 

(e) cost. 

 

5. TTS can be useful in EFL for: 
(a) dictation, 

(b) listening comprehension, 

(c) dialogue, 

(d) all of the above, 

(e) none of the above. 

 

6. For an authentic, spoken, EFL communicative task a teacher could best choose: 

(a) Web1, 

(b) Google, 

(c) Moodle, 

(d) Facebook, 

(e) Second Life. 

 

7. How to exploit the pedagogical potential of MMORPG is the question about: 

(a) gamification, 

(b) social networking, 

(c) internet access, 

(d) internet bandwidth, 

(e) Second Life. 

 

 

Best aswers: 1e, 2b, 3c, 4c, 5d, 6e, 7a. 


